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before the cell calibration block.

4.3.7 Cell Module Prototype

The cell module has been implemented on a multilayer PCB as shown in Fig. 4.15.

Since board shape was predefined, a 10-layer stack up is required in order to implement

all of the blocks compounding the cell module (Fig. 4.16). A high component density

can be observed, revealing a good space optimization strategy. Two different substrates

can be detected within the stack up: the RO4350B, and the FR4. The RO4350B is a

woven substrate with εr = 3.66, which technical skill-cost ratio is proper for RF design.

Thus, RF transmission lines have been implemented using: microstrip line technology,

utilizing the RO4350B top layer substrate with 0.254 mm thickness; and the stripline

technology, utilizing the RO4350B bottom layer substrates with 0.508 mm thickness.

Transitions between microstrip lines and stripline lines have been optimized in order

to maximize power transmission. Power and control lines, required to assure a proper

performance of the cell module devices, are integrated within the 4-inner FR4 layers.

Figure 4.15: Cell Module PCB Prototype.
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Figure 4.16: Cell Module PCB Stack Up.

Not only through hole vias but also blind vias are used to feasibly join all the devices

and lines together in the same multilayer PCB within the available limited space.

Worth noting that the prototype is under test. First measurements show a good

behavior but a long calibration process must be performed before present final results.

4.4 Conversion Module

The conversion module is responsible for transmitting/receiving the signal to/from each

of the nine cells in a panel. Thus, every panel is provided with a conversion module that

adjust the signal to the needs of the link. The transmitted signal is split from the general

transmitter input to each of the cells in a panel, providing the required power thanks

to the amplification and filtering block. The received signal is RF beamformed, filtered,
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amplified, and IF downconverted. The module is provided with nine full receivers,

allowing the reception of up to nine signals per panel. Following steps to conversion

module digitalize the received signal, and apply the required algorithms to enhance

the quality of the signal. Furthermore, the conversion module can work in calibration

mode, allowing the full testing of every transmission and reception chain. This Section

presents an exhaustive study of the components compounding each block integrating

the conversion module. All of the components integrating the blocks are commercial

devices, which have been measured to verify its performance. Section 4.5 will present a

signal flow analysis that might help to figure out the need of the different amplification

and filtering stages.

4.4.1 Receiver Beam-Switcher

The receiver beam-switcher is the key module to the reception RF panel combination.

This module allows to manage all system resources in terms of reception panel capability.

As presented, each cell is able to perform independent RF beamforming thanks to

both: each phase and amplitude control block per radiating element; and each cell

splitter/combiner block per transmitter/receiver chain. Additionally, depending on the

needs of the communication link, this receiver beam-switcher per panel allows to combine

several received signal cells if required. Hence, this module can govern the directivity of

the receiver chain in use.

Thus, on the one hand, the input ports of the receiver beam-switcher module are the

18 receiver outputs from the 9 cells per panel. On the other hand, the number of output

ports per receiver beam-switcher is limited by the maximum number of 64 available

channels in the general DSP (for the overall architecture of 6 panels). After a thorough

analysis of the reception capabilities of the system, each panel requires 9 digital receiver

channels, which means that each beam-switcher module provides 9 output ports.

The path between input and output ports is determined by the network configuration

mode. There are three main reception modes per channel:

Simple Reception: Each output port is directly connected to an input port, present-

ing one of the two single cell received signal.

Combined Reception: The output port signal is the combination of a group of three

cell received signals. Those cell groups are established in advance in the design.

The combined signals belong to the same receptor block (A or B).
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Full Reception: The output port presents the combination of all the receptors of the

same block (A or B) of the whole panel.

Figure 4.17 depicts a schematic of the implemented receiver beam-switcher. Each

output port operates in three different modes: single A reception beam, single B recep-

tion beam, or combined/full A/B reception beam. Table 4.20 lists all available working

modes. This module provides the system with a great multi-reception versatility. As Fi-

gure 4.17 shows, the network is composed of 1 to 2 power splitters, 1 to 3 power splitters,

and SPDT switchers. The configuration of each group of four switchers sets the working

mode of each output port. This beam selection matrix must fulfill the specifications

presented in Table 4.21; showing expected power losses, and maximum amplitude and

phase unbalance.

Table 4.20: Receiver Beam-Switcher Output Port Signal

Single A Single B Combined/Full
Output Port Reception Beam Reception Beam Reception Beam Comments

C1-RX1 C1-RXA C1-RXB G1-RXA G1 = C1 to C3
C2-RX1 C2-RXA C2-RXB G1-RXB G1 = C1 to C3
C3-RX1 C3-RXA C3-RXB P1-RXA P1 = Full panel 1
C4-RX1 C4-RXA C4-RXB G2-RXA G2 = C4 to C6
C5-RX1 C5-RXA C5-RXB G2-RXB G2 = C4 to C6
C6-RX1 C6-RXA C6-RXB P1-RXB P1 = Full panel 1
C7-RX1 C7-RXA C7-RXB G3-RXA G3 = C7 to C9
C8-RX1 C8-RXA C8-RXB G3-RXB G3 = C7 to C9
C9-RX1 C9-RXA C9-RXB - -

Note that, an attenuator is located right before output ports C3-RX1 and C6-RX1.

It prevents post amplification stages from saturating when full combination is desired.

The components that integrates the implemented network have already been pre-

sented in previous blocks: the 1 to 2 - 0o BP2U+ power splitter/combiner from Mini-

Circuits, the 1 to 3 - 0o SCN-3-28+ power splitter/combiner from Mini-Circuits, and

the PE-4257 SPDT switcher from Peregrine Semiconductor.

4.4.2 1 to 9 Splitter

This module distributes the general panel transmission signal to the 9 cell of a panel.

Figure 4.18 depicts a scheme of the module, which is composed of four 1 to 3 - 0o power

splitters/combiners. The splitter specifications are presented in Table 4.22.
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Figure 4.17: Receiver Beam-Switcher Schematic.
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Table 4.21: Receiver Beam-Switcher Specifications
Parameter Value Units

Frequency Band 2200 to 2300 MHz
Dissipative Losses

Single A/B 3 dB
Triplet Combination 3.5 dB
Full Combination 5 dB

Power Combination Gain
Single A/B 0 dB
Triplet Combination 4.7 dB
Full Combination 9.6 dB

Amplitude Unbalance < 1 dB
Phase Unbalance < 10 o deg
Return Losses > 15 dB

TX2

1 to 3 Power 

Combiner

TRANSMITTER 1 to 9 SPLITTER BLOCK

C1-TX3

C2-TX3

C3-TX3

C4-TX3

C5-TX3

C6-TX3

C7-TX3

C8-TX3

C9-TX3

Figure 4.18: Transmitter 1 to 9 Splitter Schematic.

Table 4.22: 1 to 9 Splitter Specifications
Parameter Value Units

Frequency Band 2025 to 2120 MHz
Split Losses 9.5 dB
Insertion Losses 2 dB
Return Losses > 15 dB
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The selected 3 way-0o power splitter/combiner is the SCN-3-28+ from Mini-Circuits,

presented above.

4.4.3 Amplification and Filtering

As its name suggests, this module amplifies and filters the signal. Respect the amplifi-

cation stage task, it increases the level of the signal in order to reach a certain level, in

both, transmission and reception modes. However, the aim of this filtering block is not

the same for transmission and reception modes.

In the transmission mode, the filtering block is placed to avoid any interference or

spurious signal in the antenna terminal. This filtering stage must be situated after the

amplification stage to avoid noise amplification in the receiver band. The amplification

stage helps to reach the desired transmission power level. After analysis, this module is

expected to amplify over 35 dB the signal. The final implemented scheme is shown in

Fig. 4.19, and its specifications are summarized in Table 4.23.

TRANSMITTER AMPLIFICATION & FILTERING BLOCK

TX2

Digital
Attenuator

Power
Amplifier

TX1

LNA
TX
BPF

Figure 4.19: Transmitter Amplification and Filtering Block.

Table 4.23: Transmission Filtering and Amplification Block Specifications
Parameter Value Units

Frequency Band 2025 to 2120 MHz
Block Gain ≈ 35 dB
Noise Figure < 5 dB
Return Losses > 15 dB
Receiver Band Rejection > 40 dB
Te Receiver Band 300 K

However, in the reception mode, before the amplification stage, it is important to

filter any possible interference signal out of the receiving band. Note that the most im-

portant interference is the transmitted signal. Despite this signal does not pass the post
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IF filter, its high level could saturate post RF amplifiers and/or mixers. Additionally,

this filter also reduces the image frequency gain. As image frequency is very close to

the receiving band, it is very important to reduce its power level as soon as possible.

According to estimates, this block should amplify 10 dB. The architecture implemented

is depicted in Fig. 4.20. Table 4.24 contains its main specifications.

RECEIVER AMPLIFICATION & FILTERING BLOCK

RX

BPF
LNA Attenuator

Ci-RX1 Ci-RX2

Figure 4.20: Receiver Amplification and Filtering Block.

Table 4.24: Reception Filtering and Amplification Block Specifications
Parameter Value Units

Frequency Band 2200 to 2300 MHz
Block Gain ≈ 10 dB
Noise Figure < 3 dB
Return Losses > 15 dB
Transmitter Band Rejection > 40 dB
Image Band Rejection > 20 dB

To implement the filter stages, two components from Giza has been used: in the

transmission block, the GBPF2025.2120SMD from Giza (Table 4.25); and in the recep-

tion block, the GBPF2200.2300SMD (Table 4.26).

All the other components of the block have already been presented: the LNA

PMA5452+ from Mini-Circuits, the power amplifier TQP7M9103 from Triquint, and

the digital attenuator PE4305 from Peregrine Semiconductor.

4.4.4 Calibration Network

The calibration network is the main body of the calibration system. Thanks to this

module, the calibration system is able to calibrate and test any transmitting or receiving

branch at both cell and panel levels. Figure 4.21 shows a scheme of the whole calibration

network. The presented network is composed of nine calibration switching matrices, one
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Table 4.25: GBPF2025.2120SMD Specifications
Parameter GBPF2025.2120SMD Units

Frequency Band 2025 to 2120 MHz
Insertion Losses 2.2 dB
Ripple 0.7 dB
Eliminated Band 2200 to 2300 MHz
Eliminated Band Rejection 40 dB
Maximum RF Input Power 5 W
VSWR 1.5 -
Nominal Impedance 50 Ω

Table 4.26: GBPF2200.2300SMD Specifications
Parameter GBPF2200.2300SMD Units

Frequency Band 2200 to 2300 MHz
Insertion Losses 2.2 dB
Ripple 0.7 dB
Eliminated Band 2025 to 2120 MHz
Eliminated Band Rejection 40 dB
Maximum RF Input Power 5 W
VSWR 1.5 -
Nominal Impedance 50 Ω

per transmitter/receiver at panel level, as depicted in Fig. 4.22.

Each calibration switching matrix, composed of a combination of SPDT switchers,

contains seven input and/or output ports: RX2 input port, terminal from the receiving

amplification and filtering module; RF output port, terminal to the receiving frequency

conversion block. TF output port, terminal to the receiving frequency conversion block;

TX3 input port, terminal from the transmitting 1 to 9 splitter; TX4 output port, ter-

minal to the cell transmitter input; CALS input port, terminal from the calibration

oscillator 1 to 9 splitter; CALC input/output port, from/to cell calibration terminal.

The operating modes of each calibration matrix are:

Receiver/Transmitter Mode: It is the common receiver/transmitter mode. The re-

ceiving amplification and filtering module RX2 is connected to the receiving fre-

quency conversion block RF, receiver chain; and the transmission 1 to 9 splitter

output TX3 is connected to the cell transmitter input TX4, transmitter chain.

Converter Receiver Calibration Mode: The receiver frequency conversion module
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Figure 4.21: Calibration Network.
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Figure 4.22: Calibration Switching Matrix.

is calibrated by introducing the calibration signal CALS through the frequency

conversion module RF input port. The received signal after reception chain is

evaluated, allowing the calibration.

Converter Transmitter Calibration Mode: The panel transmitter block, from ge-

neral transmitter input TX1 till transmitting 1 to 9 splitter output TX3, is ca-

librated by using the receiver conversion module as a receptor. Once frequency

conversion module has been calibrated, TX3 is introduced in the receiver conver-

sion module through the TF port, testing the performance of the transmission

block.

RF/Cell Receiver Calibration Mode: It calibrates the RF/Cell receiver from an-

tenna port till RX2. By using the calibration coupler, which is located right after

each radiating element antenna port, the calibrating signal input CALS is intro-

duced in the cell receiver chain thanks to its calibration port CALC. Connecting

the receiving amplification and filtering module RX2 to the frequency conversion

module RF, the received signal is measured and tested. Note the receiver calibra-

tion mode must be verified before this mode is used.

Cell Transmitter Calibration Mode: The cell transmitter chain is calibrated from

the TX4 till the calibration coupler connection. The general transmission signal

is transmitted and TX3 is connected to TX4. After the whole transmission chain,

a sample of the signal is obtained thanks to the calibration coupler located at

the end of the chain, before the antenna connection. Then the coupled sample

located in CALC is introduced to the frequency converter module through TF.
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Therefore, the signal is received and the module can be calibrated. Note that the

converter receiver calibration and the converter transmitter calibration must be

perform previously.

The calibration signal generator can be: as simple as an RF oscillator, if the behavior

of the system in a single specific frequency is needed; or a more sophisticated digital

signal generator, if the performance of the system in a frequency band with a required

signal is desired. Depending on the calibration mode, the calibrating signal generator

must work in the receiver or in the transmitter frequency band.

The calibration signal feeding a panel is divided into nine equal signals, by using

a 1 to 9 0o power splitter as shown in Fig. 4.18. Hence, the nine digital receivers

associated with a panel can be used to perform, simultaneously, amplitude and phase

measurements of the nine signals to calibrate.

The calibration network main technical characteristics affecting transmission and

reception chains are listed in Table 4.27.

Table 4.27: Calibration Network Technical Characteristics
Parameter Value Units

Frequency Band 2025 to 2300 MHz
Receiving Insertion Loss < 1.2 dB
Transmitting Insertion Loss < 1.2 dB
Noise Figure < 1.2 dB
Return Losses > 15 dB

The components integrating the 1 to 9 power splitter, which divides the calibration

signal generator, are 1 to 3-0o power splitter/combiner SCN-3-28+ from Mini-Circuits.

Each calibration switching matrix is composed of a set of PE-4257 SPDT switchers from

Peregrine Semiconductor. Both devices have already been presented.

4.4.5 Frequency Conversion Module

This is the module that eventually shifts the received signal from radio frequency to

intermediate frequency, by using a mixer. Moreover, this block also sets the desired

signal level in the A/D converters by including RF and IF amplifiers, attenuators, and

filters. The attenuator controls the power level to avoid the post-amplification stage

saturation. Figure 4.23 shows a schematic of a conversion module.

Since the intermediate frequency is fixed to 70 MHz, the conversion module is pro-

vided with a local tunable oscillator to obtain the desired frequency mix regardless of
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Figure 4.23: Frequency Conversion Module.

the frequency of the received signal. To avoid potential interference from the image

band (at 140 MHz from the receiving band), a fixed bandpass filter is located before

the mixer, rejecting over 40 dB the image band. After mixing, the IF signal is filtered

to eliminate out of band extra noise, improving the IF frequency selectivity. Assuming

IT-R SA.364-5 recommendation, the maximum occupied bandwidth for spacecraft com-

munications at S band is 6 MHz . Thus, the required IF filter is a band-pass filter with

7 MHz bandwidth.

Each receiver conversion module has three operation modes:

Receiver Mode: It is the common receiver configuration. The receiver conversion

module RF port is connected to the antenna circuits, receiving the signal from the

satellite communication link.

Receiver Calibration Mode: The receiver conversion module is calibrated by intro-

ducing the calibration signal through the RF port. Once conversion module is

calibrated, it can be used to calibrated cell receiver chains or full transmitter

chains.

Transmitter Calibration Mode: The panel transmitter block is calibrated by using

the receiver conversion module as a receptor. The cell input transmission signal

is introduced in the receiver conversion module through the TF port, testing the

performance of the transmission block.

Note that, since the transmission frequency band is eliminated by the image band

filter, the use of a different input port per receiver and calibration receiver modes (RF
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input port) and transmitter calibration mode (TF input port) is needed. Taking into

account the operation mode, the SPDT switcher selects the RF or TF input port under

work.

Technical specifications of each receiver frequency conversion module are listed in

Table 4.28.

Table 4.28: Conversion Module Specifications
Parameter Value Units

Frequency Band 2025 to 2300 MHz
Intermediate Frequency 70 MHz
Intermediate Frequency Bandwidth 6 MHz
Minimum Output Signal Level -62 dBm
Maximum Output Signal Level -5 dBm
Maximum RF Gain 25 dB
Maximum IF Gain 50 dB
Noise Figure < 3 dB
Image Band Rejection > 40 dB
Transmitter Band Rejection > 40 dB
Closest Channel Rejection > 10 dB
Input Return Loss > 15 dB

To implement the first RF amplification stage, two LNA PMA5452+ from Mini-

Circuits are used. As image reject filter, the band pass filter GBPF2200.2300SMD from

Giza Technologies has been selected.

The main body of each frequency conversion module, the mixer, has been imple-

mented by using the ADL5354 from Analog Devices. This device is a dual-balanced

mixer, with LO buffer, IF amplifier and RF balun. It allows working with two different

RF-to-IF branches with the same LO, providing two mixers per device. Main features of

the device are presented in Table 4.29. The performance of this device has been tested

by using the circuit provided by the manufacturer.

The IF band pass filter selected is the FSAW854661 from TriQuint. It is a SAW

surface mount filter with a 6 MHz bandwidth centered in 70 MHz. Its most important

parameters are listed in Table 4.30.

After mixing and filtering, the final gain control module adequates the IF signal

to the A/D converter. The PE4305 from Peregrine Semiconductor is used as a digital

attenuator that is able to avoid final IF amplifier saturation. Regarding the final IF

amplifiers, these amplifiers must work in the 70±3 MHz IF frequency range, and must

have an output power at 1dB compression as high as possible with a noise figure as low
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Table 4.29: ADL5354 Specifications
Parameter ADL5354 Units

RF Input Interface
RF Frequency Band 2200 to 2700 MHz
Return Loss 20 dB
Input Impedance 50 Ω

IF Output Interface
IF Frequency Band 30 to 450 MHz
Output Impedance 230 || 0.75 Ω || pF
Bias Voltage +5 V

LO Interface
LO Frequency Band 1750 to 2670 MHz
Return Loss 13 dB
Input Impedance 50 Ω
LO Power -6 to 10 dBm

Power Conversion Gain 8.6 dB
LO to IF Leakage -20.7 dBm
LO to RF Leakage -37 dBm
RF to IF Isolation -34 dBc

Table 4.30: FSAW854661 Specifications
Parameter FSAW854661 Units

Frequency Band 67 to 73 MHz
Insertion Loss 7.5 dB
1 dB Bandwidth 5.35 MHz
3 dB Bandwidth 6.35 MHz
40 dB Bandwidth 10.2 MHz
Ripple 0.7 dB
Phase Unbalance 8.2 oC
Nominal Impedance 50 Ω

as possible. The selected device is the ADL5535 from Analog Devices. This amplifier

is a 16.5 dB linear amplifier that operates in a wide range of frequencies, up to 1 GHz,

internally matched to 50 Ω. The Table 4.31 summarizes its main specifications.

4.4.6 Panel Conversion Prototype

The panel conversion module has been implemented on a multilayer PCB as shown

in Fig. 4.24. Since board shape was limited by the size of the whole 45-radiating
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Table 4.31: ADL5535 Specifications
Parameter ADL5535 Units

Frequency Band 20 to 1000 MHz
Operating Voltage +5 V
Power Gain 16.5±0.4 dB
OP1dB 18.9 dBm
Noise Figure 3.2 dB
Input/Output Impedance 50 Ω

element triangle, a 6-layer stack up is required in order to implement all of the blocks

compounding the panel conversion module (Fig. 4.25). As in the cell module prototype,

two different substrates can be detected within the stack up: the RO4350B, and the

FR4. The RO4350B is a woven substrate with εr = 3.66, which technical skill-cost ratio

is proper for RF design. Thus, RF transmission lines have been implemented using

microstrip line technology, utilizing the RO4350B top/bottom layers substrate with

0.254 mm thickness. Transitions between upper microstrip lines and bottom microstrip

lines have been optimized in order to maximize power transmission. Power and control

lines, required to assure a proper performance of the panel conversion module devices,

are integrated within the 2-inner FR4 layers.

Worth noting that, as the cell module prototype, this prototype is under test. First

measurements show a good behavior but a long calibration process must be performed

before present final results.

4.5 Signal-Flow Study in Rx and Tx Chains

In this Section, an analysis of the transmitting and receiving chain behaviors in many in-

teresting situations is presented. The whole study considers broadside communications,

and hence, steering losses are not taken into account.

4.5.1 Transmitter Chain Performance

The study covers: the minimum transmitter input signal for the maximum transmitter

output, the minimum and maximum transmitter chain gain, and the noise added in the

receiver due to transmitting amplification process.
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Figure 4.24: Panel Conversion Module Prototype.

Figure 4.25: Panel Conversion Module PCB Stack Up.
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Minimum Transmitter Input Signal for the Maximum Transmitter Output

Firstly, a study of the minimum power required at the panel transmitter input port to

obtain 1 W per radiating element at the antenna transmitter output port is introduced

in Fig. 4.26 and summarized in Fig. 4.27.

As presented in Section 4.3.2, since the signal is circularly polarized by combining

two dual linear polarizations, each linear polarization branches must provide 0.5 W. The

study shows that to obtain +27 dBm at the output of both branches (S1 or S2) when

all the attenuators are set at its minimum attenuation, the minimum power required at

the panel transmitter input port (TX1) must be over -26.80 dBm. Thus, the maximum

gain of the transmitted chain is around +53.8 dB. It can be observed that none of the

elements of the chain is saturated in this situation, which will be the critical one. The

gain dynamic range is given by the attenuators of the chain. In this case, two 15.5

dB control gain attenuators and one 3.5 dB polarization purity control attenuator are

located, then the minimum gain provided by the chain is +19.3 dB.

Noise Added in the Receiver Due to Transmitting Amplification Process

Another interesting parameter is the noise added in the receiving band at the diplexer

input of the received signal due to transmitting amplification process. To calculate this

parameter, pre-transmitting filter has not being taken into account. Hence, a 290 K

(room temperature) noise generator has been considered at the output of the trans-

mitting filter (TX2). Taking into account that when a system is composed of a noise

generator and an attenuator where the generator temperature and the room temperature

is the same, the equivalent noise temperature of the system is the room temperature; the

equivalent noise temperature till the first amplifier of the system would be considered

the room temperature, 290 K. This noise with flat power spectral density is amplified by

the transmission chain and finally filtered by the antenna diplexer. Part of this output

noise is reflected to the receiver chain by the antenna, increasing receiver antenna noise.

Equation 4.4 shows the noise temperature level for receiving band along the transmitting

chain for maximum and minimum transmitter gain.

TmaxRxBand = T0
GmaxRxBand
Lantenna

= 28.7 K

TminRxBand = T0
GminRxBand
Lantenna

= 0.4 K
(4.4)
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Figure 4.26: Minimum Transmitter Input Signal for Maximum Transmitter Output
Power.
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Figure 4.27: Transmitted Power.

4.5.2 Receiver Chain Performance

This study deals with: the receiver dynamic range, the receiver chain interference study,

the receiver equivalent noise temperature, and the G/T receiver chain factor.

Receiver Dynamic Range

The receiver chain must carry the received signal preventing noise and interference signal

degradation. Taking into account that the expected minimum and maximum received

power density < S > are -149 dBm/m2 and -92 dBm/m2, respectively; a study of the

receiver chain performance working in simple receiver mode and steering at broadside

is presented in Fig. 4.28.

Previous studies estimate that the conversion module output received power must

be in-between -5 dBm and -61 dBm, to avoid post-A/D conversion block saturation and

malfunction. Figure 4.29 summarizes the analysis, showing that the dynamic range of

the conversion module output received signal fulfills the receiver sensitivity limits for

any expected input received power density signal. It is observed that no component

is saturated in any of the cases. The maximum receiving chain gain is 90.85 dB. As

each receiving chain is provided with three 15.5 dB variable attenuators to control the

required gain, and one 3.5 dB attenuator to control the polarization purity; the minimum

receiving chain gain is 40.85 dB. The receiving chain gain would be controlled to provided
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Figure 4.28: Receiver Input/Output Signal Dynamic Range.

a received signal power within the receiver sensitivity.

Receiver Chain Interference Signals

Regarding interference signals, three critical situations require a special attention: maxi-

mum transmission signal interference, maximum receiver band interference, and maxi-

mum image band interference.

Maximum transmission signal interference is obtained when the transmitter is working

at its maximum power, 0.5 W (+27 dBm) per linear branch. As the antenna has a -10

dB reflection coefficient, part of the transmitted power is reflected to the receiving input

diplexer port (+17 dBm). In order to block this interference, the receiving chain has:

a diplexer, which attenuates at least 35 dB the transmitting signal band; two T-filters,
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Figure 4.29: Receiver Input Signal Dynamic Range Compared to Sensitivity.

which reduce 10 dB the transmission band; two Rx-filters, which are used to filter the

receiving band from transmission and image band; and a final FI filter, which clean

noise and interference from the receiving channel. The first goal of all these devices is

to avoid amplifier and mixer saturations.

On the other hand, any communication working at the reception band could interfere

the received signal. The worst case considered, is the case in which another receiving

channel is dealing with the highest power at the receiving input (-92 dBm/m2, -87.2

dBm per radiating element). As the interference signal works at the same signal as the

signal of interest; the receptor treats both signals in the same way till the IF filter, which

is responsible for filtering the desired signal channel.

Finally, the interfering image signal band must be rejected before the mixer block,

where image band and receiving band will be mixed together. To that end, the diplexer

and the receiving band pass filter are selected to suppress the undesired image band

signal. The system specification indicates that the receiver must be able to deal with a

maximum -62 dBm image band power density per linear branch.

Figures 4.30 and 4.31 show and summarize an analysis of the critical interference

situations. It can be seen that none of the components in the receiving chain is saturated

by interference signals. Furthermore, none of the interference signals after the receiver

chain are higher than -5 dBm, avoiding the post-A/D conversion block saturation. For
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any interference signal, the relation between desired signal power and interference signal

power is always bigger than 10 dB. Those facts assure a good performance of the post-AD

conversion block, which will be able to properly receive the desired signal.

Receiver Chain Equivalent Temperature Noise

One of the most important parameters in a receiving chain is its equivalent temperature

noise. According to Friis Equation 4.5, the contribution of any stage is divided by

the gain of previous stages. Hence, the main contribution comes from the first LNA

block. Only when all the attenuators are set to the maximum attenuation, the noise

contribution of the last amplification stage is large enough to add some noise to the

received signal chain. This critical situation will be used when a high received input

signal power is expected, satisfying signal to noise ratio in any case.

Te = T1 +
T2
G1

+
T3

G1G2
+ · · ·+ TN

G1G2 · · ·GN−1
(4.5)

It is important to remark that when a splitter/combiner network is handled; the only

factor affecting the equivalent noise temperature is its insertion loss, which dissipates

power. Power loss/gain due to splitting/combining signal has been considered in the

receiver/transmitter gain computation.

Figure 4.32 shows the equivalent noise temperature analysis for minimum and maxi-

mum receiver gain, being 2219.2 K and 192.1 K. Nevertheless the maximum required

attenuation for the maximum expected input received signal is over 9 dB, as shown in

Fig. 4.29. Thus, maximum required attenuation can be provided by using only the

last attenuator of the chain, which means that worst equivalent temperature for the

expected receiver input power dynamic range would be the minimum equivalent noise

temperature.

G/T Receiver Chain Factor

One of the most important figures of merit in the characterization of an antenna perfor-

mance is the antenna gain to noise temperature G/T factor. This parameter is closely

related to the sensitivity of the receiver chain, and thus to the detectability of the

incoming signals.

On the one hand, the estimated array gain is determined by Eq. 4.6. In this case,

the structure under study is the whole hexagonal 6 panel array with which the signal is

received. Its total gain is presented in Eq. 4.7.
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